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3Executive Summary
• England’s metropolitan green belts, which were introduced after the Second World War to 

prevent urban sprawl, are a central contributing factor to our housing crisis.  

• Rather than improving our urban developments in comparison to other prosperous nations, 
they have made them worse. The mostly disappointing postwar new towns have contributed to 
the national antagonism to development. 

• Local objections to development have blocked the new homes we desperately need. 

• In order to prevent a whole generation of youngsters never being able to realise their dream of 
owning their own home, we must find ways to unblock local obstructions to housebuilding. Our 
proposals would directly link local development to increased household wealth. 

This paper proposes a new scheme entitled “Homes For All” under which:

• The Government would use Compulsory Purchasing Orders (CPOs) to purchase metropolitan 
green belt land in an equitable way. 

• Shares are then issued to land owners, local residents, central and local government.  

• The Government would set up and use a development corporation to develop the land. We 
estimate that development would increase the value of the shares by x14.9.

After 15 years, we estimate that we could build 3.8 million houses to a high standard, and raise 
£985bn for the Exchequer.

Polling undertaken by JL Partners for the Adam Smith Institute to measure the popularity of the 
Homes For All policy found that:

• 43% of those polled supported the scheme if a proportion of the profits were given to the local 
community- regardless of whether it was on green belt land. Less than ⅓ opposed the scheme. 

• Increasing the availability of affordable housing, investment in local government budgets and 
investment in infrastructure are the three most convincing arguments for the scheme amongst 
those polled.  

• The scheme is strongly supported (68%) or slightly supported (55%) by those who had originally 
answered that they would oppose building in the local area- as long as a proportion of the prof-
its from development are given to the local community and residents. 

• Young people and renters are the most supportive of this scheme.
 
The paper also contains an appendix (A) addressing concerns about using the heavy-handed Com-
pulsory Purchase Mechanism, and considers the use of an auction method developed from well-
established 3G telephony auctions. Qualtitative evidence can be accessed in Appendix B. 
 
 
 



4Rationale
Green belts were introduced after WW2, with a view to preventing suburban sprawl.1 Three gen-
erations on, we see the consequence: a pattern of urban development no better than any other 
prosperous nation. Indeed, in some respects it is worse, by way of postwar new towns which 
have been mostly disappointing, contributing to a prolonged dearth of housing and the national 
antagonism to development.

ASl’s mission is to propose free market solutions to political problems. In this instance, we seek 
to unblock local objections to reform of the UK’s land-use regime, specifically the metropolitan 
green belt. We see this as essential to break the deadlock which has bedevilled British housing for 
decades, leading to insufficient new homes and a gener  ation of youngsters unable to realise the 
dream of their own property. Almost all such homes as have been completed are so cramped and 
ugly as to amplify the wide  spread popular objection to any housing development. This leaves 
Britain with a mod ern housing stock which is unloved, combined with a pre-modern stock with 
inherent defects, in particular energy inefficiencies which add to the national carbon footprint, 
with its rectification a ticking time-bomb for its owners.
 
No such innovations were required for Britain’s most successful large-scale commer cial devel-
opment, Canary Wharf, as the local authority was sidelined and the area was geographically 
isolated and largely depopulated. By way of international context, the largest urbanisation in 
history, that of China in recent decades, has been led by the provincial or city authorities. They 
either owned or appropriated the development land and participated in the increase in its value, 
with local individuals having little po  litical clout.
 
The ASI has devised the concept of using financial products (securities) and land as Collatoral-
ised Assets to underwrite the securities, in order to square the circle of local consent. They also 
make it possible to give the original landowner a share of the devel  opment gain. This is desirable 
as abating the confiscatory aspect of the compulsory purchase previously present in large-scale 
developments in this country, for example the Victorian railways, post-war new towns, motor-
ways from the sixties to the nineties and the continuing Canary Wharf development touched on 
above.
 
As we have developed this proposal, we have come to appreciate that the scheme has further 
economic, commercial and political benefits. Even so, no innovation of this kind will suffice to 
reverse the public’s heartfelt opposition to new building. Such a change in national sentiment 
towards housebuilding can only occur over time, with opinion-formers, in par ticular from the 
architectural community, contributing to a climate which challenges the current planning re-
gime. Higher standards of design and spaciousness than of late are also needed to abate popular 
antagonism. In order to achieve this, the ASI con templates the prolonged campaign of which 
this proposal is part.

1 This remains at the heart of policy, with the Parliamentary library beginning its recent note on the subject by stating that, “[t]he 

fundamental aim of Green Belt policy is to prevent urban sprawl…” Research Briefing Number 00934, House of Commons Library, Felicia 

Rankl, Cassie Barton, 20 October 2022.
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Precedents
Using securities, in this way is a departure from our current structures, whilst building upon 
well-established prece dents, including:

• the practice of the City of London Corporation for nearly a millennium, which acts as 
planning authority for land which it owns and negotiating with neighbouring landowners; 

• the Danish mortgage market going back to 1795, with tradeable bonds matched 
to specific mortgages, subject to redemptions akin to those in this proposal; 

• the “Land Value Capture” arrangements developed over the last twenty years through-
out the world to support infrastructure spend, including London’s Eliza beth Line; and 

• a similar scheme of securities proposed to finance the reconstruction of Beirut after the civil 
war of the 1970s. This was put forward for different reasons: to ad dress the fiscal incapacity 
of the Lebanese state. In the event the scheme was overtaken by the further political turmoil 
which culminated in the Syrian inva sion.

 
We see this departure as called for by the UK’s precarious housing circumstances: the country’s po-
litical obstacles to development are not wholly unique, but they are both singularly acute and chronic.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



6Underlying Economics2 
Our proposal is supported by the preliminary modelling which is reflected hereunder. Table 1 
sets out the value of agricultural and residential land, in or around the metropolitan green belt. 
The figure for agricultural land is taken from the average of “Local Authority Partnerships” 
adjacent to London. The figure for residential land is taken from Havering, the London borough 
with the least valuable such land.

Table 1 shows the scope to share value: residential land stands in at 298x adjacent agricultural 
land. These figures would be reduced to the extent that development land is used for infrastruc-
ture and other non-income producing purposes.

Table 2 sets out the default assumptions for the density of construction.

The number of houses per hectare is set at one half current guidelines, with a view to creat-
ing spacious accommodation and plots, allowing for the highest standards of private and public 
amenity and infrastructure. As large tracts of land are being developed, there would have to be a 
provision for infrastructure, including areas devoted to public amenties. We deal with this by as-
suming 25% of the land will be dedicated to such purposes. The provisos in paragraph (9) below 
note that such costs need not be detremental to the public purse.

Table 3 sets out the default assumptions for the duration and costs of the building timetable.

2 See quantitative material, tables 10 and 11 for statistics and sources on the area and value of the metropolitan green belt and adjacent 
agricultural land.

Fiscal Treatment

It is of the essence of this proposal that gains be exempt from tax, so as to abate the confiscatory as-
pect of compulsory purchase, fully incentivise local interests, avoid double taxation on developers 
(already taxes on profits on revenues), and reduce barriers for secondary market investment. Even 
so paragraph (9) below notes that Treasury revenues are nearly forty times those to be expected 

Table 2. Density assumptions
Household dispersal - units/ha      10

Proportion of land retained for non-residential use    25%

Table 3. Construction Assumptions
Master Programme       15 years

Housebuilding period      3 years

Remediation / infrastructure costs     £1.25m/ha

Build costs       £2,360/m2

Built area       160m2



7The master development programme is set as fifteen years to allow for a pilot timetable of three 
years, the mobilisation of developers and a subsequent full-scale roll-out. The build period is set 
at three years to allow for a year of site remediation and preparation, a year of infrastructure and 
a year of housebuilding. Remediation and infrastructure costs reflect guidelines and constricu-
tions costs come from industry sources.3 4 The built area of houses is over twice current new-
build standards.

Issue and distribution of CAs5

Schematic 1 shows that His Majesty’s Government is to issue Capitalised Assets (CAs) to origi-
nal landowners, local interests, and developers, as discussed below:

Land purchases - 5% of issue6 - HMG obtain land by compulsory purchase, in consideration of 
5% of the CAs in issue. Although this is a small proportion of the total, it represents generous 
scope for appreciation for the original land owners. This recognises that many of these holdings 
have been accumulated speculatively. Landowners would obtain paper redeemable on comple-
tion for 14.9x the price of adjacent agricultural land, irrespective of Crichel Down limitations.7

3 Taken from Guidance on dereliction, demolition and remediation costs, Homes and Communities Agency, March 2015.

4 Taken from Garden City & Large Sites, Fincancial Model User Guide, HYAS, February 2020.

5 Taken from quantitative material: Table 4. Allocation of unlocked value.

6 For details see quantitative material: Position of original landowner, tables 13 and 14.

7 Refer to Guidance on Compulsory purchase process and the Crichel Down Rules, Department for Levelling Up, Housing and 
Communities, 2019.



8Local interests - 6% of issue8 - CAs are intended to obtain the consent of local authorities, his-
torically responsible for land-use given to refusing local developments, who have every reason to 
do so given the effects new supply would have on the price of their stock. CA should be allocated 
as to one percent to local authorities, representing an endowment of c£1.4bn per authority; and 
5% to neighbouring households, representing c£700k per household.9 We see these allocations 
as necessary but far from sufficient, as touched upon in (2) above. Only a change in national 
sentiment will give permission to local voters to accept these financial incentives and revisit their 
opposition, eventually to the exte3nt that their MPs are able to stand aside without putting their 
seats at risk.

Developers - 65% of issue10  - In order to create the requisite upgrade in scale and quality of UK 
housebuilding, the current industry would have to be properly reimbursed for extending its ef-
forts. A green belt build-rate of some 257,000 houses per annum is higher than the rate achieved 
throughout the entirety of the UK in 46 of the 72 postwar years for which the ONS provides 
records for.11 The award of 65% of the CAs to developers in lieu of title to the underlying land is 
intended to incenticise them to do so. If expendient, piecemeal negotiations with housebuilders  
heavily in land-banks could address any disappointed expectations.

The level of issue providers for an operating profit in line with industry standards of 17% of 
revenues.12 Developers would set the prices of the houses they sell; and (if following the hybrid 
proposal for the relation of securities to land in (10) below) would benefit from price leadership. 
They would work to an eighteen year master-build timetable, with the benefit of prolongued 
learning-curve cost reductions. The scheme also gives housebuilders the option to remove de-
velopment risk from their balance sheet piecemeal, instead locating it with sceondary market 
investors.

Retained - 24% of issue13  - HMG should retain 24% of the total value of CAs unissued, as 
a buffer for unbudgeted development expenditures. They would also defray such expendi-
ture as developers might customarily bear under Section 106 ‘planning gain’ agreements.14 
Unissued CAs would represent revenue for the exchequer on redemption or in the second-
ary market, and nearly 37x the level of receipts from taxation under the current regime.15  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

8 For details see quantitative material: Position of local interests, tables 15 to 21.

9 See quantitative material: Table 17. Closing value of CAs for locals, et seq.

10 For details see quantitative material: Position of developer, tables 22 to 27.

11 See quantitative material: Table 27. UK housebuilding 1949-2020.

12 See quantitative material: Table 25. Operating profit of top four UK housebuilders.

13 For details see quantitative material: Position of HM Treasury, tables 28 to 30.

14 Refer to legislation set out at https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1990/8/section/106; and guidance set out at https://www.gov.
uk/guidance/planning-obligations, in conjunction with embedded links.

15 As note 4 above: refer to quantitative material. Table 30. Taxation under current regime.



9Secondary Market
Schematic  2 sets out how CAs enter the secondary market for eventual redemption: 

 

Schematic 2 envisages capital instruments derived from CAs, embracing leverage which caters 
for risk-seeking investors and serving as the collateral for bonds for income-seeking investors. 
The offer to the buy-side are new tax-exempt asset-classes, with characteristics falling out of 
the underlying economics: price appreciation of nearly 300x on unstructured CAs, more on 
leveraged instruments; plus bonds and convertibles with solid collateral, coupled with attractive 
coupons and a full range of tenors. These are intended to cater for the appetites of infrastructure 
investors, high-risk / high-yield investors, and long-only funds.16 

Outcome
 
On our default assumptions, the outcome of this scheme would be:

- Some 1.8m houses at the end of year ten, and 3.8m houses by the end of the timetable,  
 accommodating some 9.5m residents, many from elsewhere in the region;17 

-  Cost levels and valuation benchmarks making for prices which are 15% below average  
 prices for London houses, but with twwice as much inside and outside space as current  
 new builds and at modern levels of amenity and energy efficiency.18  
 
- Returns to HMG of up to £938bn by the end of the timetable,19 nearly 37x the taxation  

16 For details of capital instruments, see quantitative material: Table 31. Schedule of securities.

17 See quantitative material: Table 32. Twenty year timetable.

18 See quantitative material: Table 26. Housing statistics.

19 As note 20 above: refer to quantitative material. Table 32. Twenty year timetable.



10 on developers’ receipts to be expected under the current regime;20 

- a secondary market in unstructured CAs at its maximum value, plus structured securi 
 -ties.21 

Redemption
 
Mechanics are required which:

- Redeem CAs for cancellation at the market price in the secondary market;

- recognise the complications of secondary market securities, including any structured  
 securities and bonds;

- provide for arms-length price discovery for completed new builds; and

- delive clear title to the homeowner, qualifying for collateral for mortgages.

Schematic 3 sets out a solution, embracing the innovation of a Redemption Office, to act as an 
intermediary between the developer, the homebuyer, and the Land Registry. The document-
flow may serve as a model application for a blockchain-technology system.

 

Regional Implications
For a century, the UK has pursued policies to direct jobs, investment, and decision-making to 
the regions. This fiscal aspect of this redistribution has been funded by the dynamism of London 
and its surroundings. This proposal caters for that dynamism, which has led to Europe’s only 
global cluster, together with a growth in population which has intensified the pressure on hous-
ing. This scheme need not be confined to the South East: it can be extended to the provincial 
green belts, though their characteristics will make for different economics and densities.

20 As notes 4 and 18 above: refer to quantitative material. Table 30. Taxation under current regime.

21 As note 19 above: refer to quantitative material. Table 31. Schedule of securities.



11The metropolitan scheme set out in this paper may be expected to lead to  new local government 
arrangements. This is because it contemplates housing occupying 3.3x the area administered by 
the Greater London Authority and adding a nominal 33% to the residential capacity of the south-
east.

Regulatory Reform
Reform of this kind would call for new primary legislation to:

- Deregister the green belts, relocating planning authority to new bodies with further 
 powers to rewrite building and fire regulations impeding best practice and to revisit  
 selected building listings; 

- set aside the Crichel Down rules on compensation and S106 impositions on developers;

- authorise the regime for the CAs contemplated in this paper;

- reform the tax regime applicable to these developments;

- provide for the establishment fo the Redemption Office described above; or for such  
 responsibilites to be assumed by the Land Registry;

- estblish new arrangements for local government as described above.

Electoral Feasibility

Partnering with JL Partners, the Adam Smith Institute conducted a poll with 1,000 members of 
the general public and 1,000 mortgage holders (total 2,000) across the country about the feasi-
bility of the scheme. 

Setting the scene, we found that young people and renters overwhelmingly agreed that there is 
a housing crisis. 



12Given that the main age of electoral turnout are above 50 years old, it is important to convince local incumbents to permit housebuilding. We found that 
a majorty of the general public (53%) and 47% of mortgage holders believed that there was inadequate affordable housing in their local area. 

Given these concerns about affordability, we found that the majority concern for all parties was that “Younger people would not be able to get on the 
housing ladder”, “There would be rising homelessness”, and “House prices would dramatically increase”, for both the general public and mortgage 
holders.
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Given this overriding concern, we asked what the concerns around housebuilding were. Mortgage holders tended to be more resistant to 
housebuilding, where as people aged between 25 and 34, and renters, were most emphatic about building more homes. Overriding this was a 
resistance to building on the green belt, which is still perceived as pastueral nature rather than a designated area designed to slow down urban 
sprawl. Given the areas where the housing crisis  is the most acute are high-growth, dense, urban areas, the green belt continues to essentially 
suffocate the growth plans for cities and urban areas.

Preferences for housing being built nationally rather than locally are of little surprise given the tendency for voters to prefer externalising per-
ceived costs to wider areas, such as expressed preferences of environmental preservation and the disruption caused by construction. However, 
housing must be built in someone’s locality, so other policies should be considered to convince people. 
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People prefer local housing to be affordable and limited to brownfield sites, and importantly designed to fit in with the local surroundings using similar local 
designs, materials, and sizes.
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Following recent announcements by the Labour Party to build New Towns, this would be opposed by the public and mortgage holders, who prefer building to 
take place in existing communities in order to expand the current conubations.

This trend seems to hold across the board, regardless of age, social class, ownership model, or sex.
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Nonetheless, there is a universal sentiment that local communities should be given more power  to block developments in their community, placing additional 
concerns around general planning reform in order to make planning and building easier.

The ‘Homes for All’ policy paper, therefore seeks to breach this hurdle through direct compensation to local residents and / or substantial direct investment 
within local infrastructure, which is supported by both the public (former) and mortgage holders (latter).
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Direct financial compensation tended to be on the lower end, despite the high yield of reguturn that a CA security could garner. Polling showed that the median 
expected compensation by potential recipients was around £3,000 for mortgage holders, and £2,250 for the general public.

Indeed, financial compensation was of great interest to those who oppose building on the green belt, winning them over.
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As a further string in the policy’s bow, 1 in 3 of those who slightly oppose building in their local area support the Homes for All policy.



19Appendix (Auctions)
Alternative methods to Compulsory Purchase Orders also exist. Developers may be expected 
to tolerate the higher prices to which auctions give rise, in contemplation of the proceeds of the 
learning-curve cost-reductions associated with large-scale and prolonged production. Private 
housing in the UK has not seen this since the 1930s, so any auctions should encourage overseas 
participation, also desirable as introducing global best practice. This follows the precedent of the 
auctions for mobile telephony, using the model of the auctions for 3G mobile spectrum between 
1999 and 2001, which took place in much of the world.

Introduction
ASI’s proposal calls for compulsory purchase orders (CPOs) for undeveloped land in consid-
eration of securities (CAPITALs or CAs) worth (on redemption) 14.9x the price of agricultural 
land. During ASI’s feedback programme, landowners have stated that they see CPOs as objec-
tionable as an extension of state power. This hints that they think they can get more from the 
open market than the five percent of CAs allocated to them under the current proposal. It is 
unclear if developers join them in their objection: if so, they may think that open markets would 
let them pay less for land than currently envisaged. This circle is squared in the Economics sec-
tion in paragraphs below.

Under the default assumptions in this proposal, landowners obtain some £196bn in redeemed 
CAs. There is no point in auctions unless they raise more. The closest precedent is the world-
wide round of auctions for 3G mobile spectrum, occurring between 1999 and 2001 and raising 
some $101bn:22 

• Public objectives included maximising fiscal receipts - sometimes with novel or iterative 
rounds of bidding -  maximising coverage and promoting competition; there was also provi-
sion for incumbents.  

• Bids were organised by territory and by spectrum, in certain instances combining attractive 
and unattractive parcels.  

• The authorities rigged the contests in Germany and Italy, as well as possibly in France, 
either to maximise revenues (German and later US rounds, the latter without rigging), or 
to preserve the position of state-owned or otherwise preferred incumbents.  

• There was a strong suggestion of collusion between participants in Germany.  

• Some bids were spoilers; on at least one occasion where such a bid unexpectedly won, it 
was withdrawn.  

• From the outset in Europe, auctions attracted the participation of financial interests, who 

22 Sources: International Telecommunications Union. https://www.itu.int/ITU-D/tech/events/2003/slovenia2003/Presentations/
Day%202/2.2.4_Passerini_Annex1.pdf . Extracted 31 August 2023; Quantitative material, table 13. Basic statistics of CAPITALs. 

These figures are incommensurate given the chaos of the 3G auctions, the opacity of the authorities, subsequent exchange rate movements 
and inflation, the need to discount the future value of redeemed CAPITALs, and the complications of several rounds of land auctions. Even 
so, the precedent serves our purposes, in that the figures represent economic exercises of the same order of magnitude and the deployment 
of concomitant political capital.



20then got out early, taking profits.  

• Overseas interests were permitted in the UK and certain European territories from the 
outset, as well as in the US after regulatory reform, subject to limits on participation. 

In sum, auctions were a successful mechanism for attracting bidders, price discovery and achiev-
ing other public objectives, but were subject to official foibles and general chicanery. The impli-
cations are explored below.

Auctions for development land 

Fundamentals

The precedents show the authorities acting energetically to promote public objectives. On the 
other hand, the record of foibles and chicanery denies the notion that auctions are easy solutions 
to complex problems.

Now, to consider whether auctions apply to the land itself, or to the CAs with which land is to be 
bought. Land auctions are more straightforward and are explored below. Nonetheless, a scheme 
of auctions for CAs justifies a brief examination, as it seems to reinforce the current proposal. 
In particular, such a scheme would establish an immediate premium for the securities. On the 
other hand, it is not apparent how to combine arrangements for auctioning CAs with a backstop 
of CPOs, at or around the levels set out in the default assumptions in this proposal. In addition, 
such a scheme doesn’t answer the above problem, as it fails to provide for price discovery of the 
underlying land without supplementary processes, either the further auction of land discussed 
below, or the very CPOs under criticism. Given such complications, an auction for CAs may be 
ruled out. 

Economics

It is unclear how auction-winners might make a profit on their bids. Although the value of de-
velopment land multiplies over the development process – the figures in Homes for All show a 
near-300x appreciation in value – the modelling allocates this appreciation tightly. 

An auction process would be expected to maximise prices. If developers pay more than currently 
envisaged, either directly or to speculative intermediaries, how are they to get it back? It is safe 
to assume that they wish to maintain or improve the operating margins at the seventeen percent 
at present prevailing among industry leaders and provided for under the proposal’s default as-
sumptions. 

In consequence, developers must get their returns with either higher prices or savings in ex-
penditure elsewhere. The benchmark for selling prices in the current proposal is average Lon-
don levels, so higher prices will run into competitive headwinds; they will also be an impossible 
ask politically. These factors rule out raising returns in this way.

The alternative is savings in expenditure. Large parcels and prolonged timetables make for 
learning-curve cost-reductions in large-scale production. British housebuilders in the private 
sector have not operated on such scales since the 1930s, which makes it impossible to work up 
locally-sourced figures. 



21Anything from ten to ninety percent reduction from initial costs is attainable in other indus-
tries. This is not confined to the reductions familiar from semiconductors; for example, plane 
manufactures employ “programme accounting”, with annual financial statements which recog-
nise aircraft production at the mid-point of the expected build programme, which is the level at 
which costs are accrued and prices are set. Large scale developers are in similar circumstances. 

Preliminary modelling shows that to maintain developers’ operating margin of 17%, for every 
10% by which landowners’ receipts exceed the £196bn of redeemed CAs allocated in this pro-
posal, developers must obtain a learning-curve reduction of 1.85% in construction costs.23

The challenge for developers will be balancing the economies of common design and building 
elements, with satisfying individual purchasers, and making for communities which are aestheti-
cally, commercially and socially satisfactory. This reinforces the argument for introducing inter-
national developers and professionals, to promote best practice in design, financing, materials 
sourcing, project management and technology.

Questions about mechanics

Question. Who organises?
Answer. A statutory body, established as the planning authority, with powers to issue CPOs for 
land unsold at auction, as a backstop. 

Question. What consideration, cash or CAPITALs? 
Answer. The discussion of fundamentals above argues for cash. The five percent of CAPITALs 
available to landowners under the default assumptions in this proposal would be reallocated to 
developers in return for their obligation either to participate in the auctions or treat with suc-
cessful third-party bidders. 

Question. What preparations? 
Answers.

1. A bidders’ conference or other consultation with potential participants, inter alia to consid-
er criteria for prequalification, tract sizes, specifications and a positive regulatory environ-
ment, in particular replacing legacy building and fire codes with international best practice. 

2. The formation of tracts suitable for large-scale development out of the farmers’ fields 
and suchlike, now in place. Tracts should be large enough to offer the benefits of 
learning-curve cost-reductions, regulated to prevent expanses of undue uniformity. 

3. Prequalification of bidders, to confirm pertinent experience, financial backing, and so on.

Question. What specifications? 
Answer. Set at a high level, eg, targets for accommodation, overall densities, diversity in size and 
style of accommodations and reservation of land for infrastructure. This is to encourage bid-
ders to propose solutions which vary from tract to tract, making for competition on completion.  

Question. Who might be expected to bid? 
Answer. Development consortia or intermediary speculators, including Sovereign Wealth Funds 
and infrastructure investors, noting that all these may overlap. 

23 This assumes that costs are accrued as though at the mid-point of a linear reduction over the construction period.
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Question. What competitive regime?
Answer. Given the territorial nature of development, direct competition is impossible, 
but the authorities should promote competition between consortia for financial back-
ing and global skills during bidding; and between tracts for house buyers on completion.  

Questions. How much reservation for incumbents? How much encouragement for new en-
trants? What provision for international developers? 
Answer: Prequalification would encourage domestic players to form consortia with interna-
tional operators.  

Question. What conditions for the financial bidders touched on above, either as members of a 
development consortium, or acting solus as speculative intermediaries selling on to developers, 
or in some combination? 
Answer. Rules for financial bidders should be permissive rather than restrictive, to encourage 
entrants, though this is not to rule out obligations to participate in the secondary market for CAs. 
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Appendix (Qualitative Materials)
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